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Abstract

The fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithm is used in conjunction with a cluster validity criterion, to determine the
number of di2erent types of targets in a given environment, based on their sonar signatures. The class of each target and its
location are also determined. The method is experimentally veri4ed using real sonar returns from targets in indoor environments.
A correct di2erentiation rate of 98% is achieved with average absolute valued localization errors of 0:5 cm and 0:8◦ in range
and azimuth, respectively.
? 2003 Pattern Recognition Society. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Intelligent systems, especially those which interact with
or act upon their surroundings need the model of the envi-
ronment in which they operate. They can obtain this model
partly or entirely using one or more sensors and/or view-
points. An important example of such systems is fully or
partly autonomous mobile robots. For instance, consider-
ing typical indoor environments, a mobile robot must be
able to di2erentiate planar walls, corners, edges, and cylin-
ders for map-building, navigation, obstacle avoidance, and
target-tracking purposes.

Reliable target di2erentiation is crucial for robust opera-
tion and is highly dependent on the mode(s) of sensing em-
ployed. One of the most useful and cost-e2ective modes of
sensing for mobile robot applications is sonar sensing. The
fact that acoustic sensors are light, robust and inexpensive
devices has led to their widespread use in applications such
as navigation of autonomous vehicles through unstructured
environments [1–4], map-building [5–7], target-tracking [8],
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and obstacle avoidance [9]. Although there are diBculties in
the interpretation of sonar data due to poor angular resolution
of sonar, multiple and higher-order reCections, and estab-
lishing correspondence between multiple echoes on di2erent
receivers [10,11], these diBculties can be overcome by em-
ploying accurate physical models for the reCection of sonar.

In this paper, we investigate the determination of the
number of di2erent types of targets, in an environment con-
taining many targets of several types, based on their sonar
signatures. In addition to determining the number of types
of targets, we also determine the class of each target and
its location. The fact that the targets are located at di2erent
positions with respect to the observer complicates the clas-
si4cation problem, since identical or similar targets must be
grouped in the same class despite the fact that their sonar
signatures are altered as a result of their di2erent positions.
Of the many potential applications, of special interest to us
is a mobile robot roaming in an environment where it en-
counters the various types of targets at di2erent locations
within its 4eld of view. Alternatively, the observer might be
stationary and the targets moving, or both the observer and
the targets might be in motion.

Our method is based on the fuzzy c-means (FCM) clus-
tering algorithm which iteratively determines the cluster
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centers and fuzzy cluster membership values, and a cluster
validity criterion balancing compactness and separation of
the clusters to determine the number of di2erent target types.
We present results based on experimental data acquired with
low-cost ultrasonic transducers, which will be described in
detail in the next section. More concretely, an ultrasonic
sensing unit transmitting and receiving ultrasonic pulses has
been used to collect angular amplitude and time-of-Cight
(TOF) scans from unknown targets, to be processed to re-
veal the number of di2erent types of targets, the class of each
target, and its position. The targets we consider to illustrate
our method are those commonly encountered in indoor en-
vironments, such as planes, corners, edges, and cylinders. A
correct di2erentiation rate of 98% is achieved and the tar-
gets are localized with average absolute valued range and
azimuth errors of 0:5 cm and 0:8◦, respectively.
We note that the position-invariant pattern recognition and

position estimation achieved in this paper is di2erent from
such operations performed on conventional images [12,13]
in that here we work not on direct “photographic” images
of the targets obtained by some kind of imaging system, but
rather on angular sonar scans obtained by rotating a sens-
ing unit. The targets we di2erentiate are not patterns in a
two-dimensional image whose coordinates we try to deter-
mine, but rather objects in space, exhibiting depth, whose po-
sition with respect to the sensing system we need to estimate.
As such, position-invariant di2erentiation and localization
is achieved with an approach quite di2erent than those em-
ployed in invariant pattern recognition and localization in
conventional images. In particular, the e2ect of position on
the sonar signatures of the targets cannot be characterized
by simple operations such as scaling, shifting and rotations
so that standard techniques employed in two-dimensional
pattern recognition to achieve invariance to such operations
are not applicable (for instance, see Refs. [14–16]). Indeed,
there is no simple relationship between the signatures of the
same target at di2erent positions, making the di2erentiation
and localization process diBcult.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the
basics of sonar sensing and describes the acquisition and the
structure of the sonar data. The FCM clustering algorithm
and the cluster validity criterion are summarized in Section
3. In Section 4, we outline the method used to determine the
positions of the targets. Experimental results are provided
in Section 5. Concluding remarks and directions for future
work are given in the last section.

2. Sonar sensing and data acquisition

Sonar ranging systems commonly employ only the TOF
information, recording the time elapsed between the trans-
mission and reception of a pulse. In commonly used TOF
systems, an echo is produced when the transmitted pulse
encounters an object and a range measurement r = vt◦=2 is
obtained when the echo amplitude is detected at the receiver

at time t◦. Here, t◦ is the TOF and v is the speed of sound
in air (at room temperature, v=343:3 m=s). Since the stan-
dard electronics for the widely used Polaroid sensor [17] do
not provide the echo amplitude directly, most sonar systems
rely only on TOF information. A comparison of various
TOF estimation techniques can be found in Ref. [18]. Dif-
ferential TOF models of targets have been used by several
researchers: In Ref. [19], a single sensor is used for map
building. First, edges are di2erentiated from planes/corners
from a single vantage point. Then, planes and corners are
di2erentiated by scanning from two separate locations using
the TOF information in the complete sonar scans of the tar-
gets. Rough surfaces have been considered in Refs. [6,20]. In
Ref. [5], a similar approach has been proposed to iden-
tify these targets as beacons for mobile robot local-
ization. A tri-aural sensor con4guration which consists
of one transmitter and three receivers to di2erentiate
and localize planes, corners, and edges using only the
TOF information is employed in Ref. [10]. A simi-
lar sensing con4guration is used to estimate the radius
of curvature of cylinders in Refs. [21,22]. Di2erentia-
tion of planes, corners, and edges is extended to 3-D
using three transmitter/receiver pairs (transceivers) in
Refs. [23,24] where these transceivers are placed on the
corners of an equilateral triangle. Manyika has used di2er-
ential TOF models for target tracking [25]. Systems using
only qualitative information [8], combining amplitude, en-
ergy, and duration of the echo signals together with TOF
information [6,26,27], or exploiting the complete echo
signal [28] have also been considered.

A major problem with using the amplitude information
of sonar signals is that the amplitude is very sensitive to
environmental conditions and decreases with increasing tar-
get distance from the transducer as well as with deviation
from the line-of-sight. For this reason, and also because the
standard electronics typically provide only TOF data, am-
plitude information is rarely used. We exploit the normally
unexploited amplitude information by designing and using
customized electronic circuitry. Barshan and Kuc’s early
work on the use of amplitude information [27] to di2eren-
tiate planes and corners has been extended to a variety of
target types in Ref. [26] using both amplitude and TOF in-
formation. In the present paper, fuzzy clustering is used to
exploit both amplitude and TOF information from multiple
ultrasonic transducers to improve the angular resolution and
to reliably handle the target classi4cation problem.

The major limitation of sonar sensors comes from their
large beamwidth. Although these devices return accurate
range data, they cannot provide direct information on the
angular position of the object from which the reCection was
obtained. Sensory information from a single sonar has poor
angular resolution and is usually not suBcient to di2eren-
tiate more than a small number of target primitives [27].
With a single stationary transducer, it is not possible to esti-
mate the azimuth of a target with better resolution than 2�◦
(Fig. 1(a)). Improved target classi4cation can be achieved
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Fig. 1. (a) Sensitivity region of an ultrasonic transducer. (b) Joint sensitivity region of a pair of ultrasonic transducers. The intersection of
the individual sensitivity regions serves as a reasonable approximation to the joint sensitivity region.
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Fig. 2. Horizontal cross-sections of the targets di2erentiated in this
study.

by using multi-transducer pulse/echo systems and by em-
ploying both amplitude and TOF information. The key for
our successful use of amplitude information is the joint use
of amplitude information together with TOF information
from more than one sensor. While amplitude information
is prone to environmental conditions, it nevertheless repre-
sents substantial extra information which, when combined
with TOF information, allows considerable improvement.

A two-transducer con4guration is employed in this study
(Fig. 1(b)). Each transmitter–receiver pair can detect echo
signals reCected from targets within its sensitivity region
(Fig. 1(a)). Both members of the sensor con4guration can
detect targets located within the joint sensitivity region
(Fig. 1(b)). The target range r and azimuth � are de4ned
with respect to the mid-point of the two-transducer con4gu-
ration. Since the wavelength (� ∼= 8:6 mm at f◦ =40 kHz)
is much larger than the typical roughness of surfaces en-
countered in indoor environments, targets in these environ-
ments reCect acoustic beams specularly, like a mirror.

In our experiments, we have employed targets commonly
encountered in indoor environments such as plane, corner,
acute corner, edge, and cylinder (Fig. 2). In particular, we
have employed a planar target, a corner of �c=90◦, an acute
corner of �c = 60◦, an edge of �e = 90◦, and cylinders with
radii rc = 2:5; 5:0, and 7:5 cm, all made of wood.

Panasonic transducers [29] with aperture radius
a = 0:65 cm, resonance frequency f◦ = 40 kHz, and
beamwidth 2�◦ = 108◦ are used in our experiments.
Since Panasonic transducers are manufactured as separate

Fig. 3. Con4guration of the Panasonic transducers in the real sonar
system. The upper transducers are transmitters and the lower trans-
ducers are receivers. The two transducers on the left collectively
constitute one transmitter/receiver, denoted T/R, and those on the
right constitute another.

transmitting and receiving units (Fig. 3), separate transmit-
ting and receiving elements with a small vertical spacing
have been used. The horizontal center-to-center separation
of the transducer units used is d=25 cm. The entire sensing
unit is mounted on a small 6 V computer-controlled stepper
motor with step size 1:8◦. The motion of the stepper motor
is controlled through the parallel port of a PC486 with the
aid of a microswitch. Data acquisition from the sonars is
through a PC A/D card with 12-bit resolution and 1 MHz
sampling frequency. Starting at the transmit time, 10,000
samples of each echo signal are collected to record the peak
amplitude and the TOF.

Amplitude and TOF patterns are collected in this man-
ner for 100 targets randomly situated in the sectoral re-
gion de4ned by 30 cm6 r6 60 cm and −25◦6 �6 25◦.
The target located at range r and azimuth � is scanned by
the rotating sensing unit for scan angles −52◦6 �6 52◦

with 1:8◦ increments (determined by the step size of the
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Fig. 4. Scan angle � and the target azimuth �.

Fig. 5. Real sonar signals obtained from a planar target when (a) transducer a transmits and transducer a receives, (b) transducer b transmits
and b receives, (c) transducer a transmits and b receives, (d) transducer b transmits and a receives.

motor). The reason for using a wider range for the scan
angle is the possibility that a target may still generate re-
turns outside of the range of �. The angle � is always mea-
sured with respect to � = 0◦ regardless of target location
(r; �). (That is, � = 0◦ and � = 0◦ coincide as shown in
Fig. 4.)

At each step of the scan (for each value of �), four
sonar echo signals are acquired. The echo signals are in the
form of slightly skewed wave packets [30] (Fig. 5). In the
4gure, Aaa; Abb; Aab, and Aba denote the peak values of
the echo signals, and taa; tbb; tab, and tba denote their
TOF delays (extracted by simple thresholding). The 4rst
subscript indicates the transmitting transducer, the sec-
ond denotes the receiver. At each step of the scan, only
these eight amplitude and TOF values extracted from
the four echo signals are recorded. For the given scan
range and motor step size, 58 (=2 × 52◦=1:8◦) angu-
lar samples of each of the amplitude and TOF patterns
Aaa(�); Abb(�); Aab(�); Aba(�); taa(�); tbb(�); tab(�), and
tba(�) are acquired for each target.
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Since the cross terms Aab(�) and Aba(�) (and tab(�) and
tba(�)) should ideally be equal due to reciprocity, it is more
representative to employ their average. Thus, 58 samples
each of the following six functions are taken collectively as
acoustic signatures embodying shape and position informa-
tion of a given target:

Aaa(�); Abb(�);
Aab(�) + Aba(�)

2
;

taa(�); tbb(�); and
tab(�) + tba(�)

2
: (1)

We construct three alternative feature vector representa-
tions from the scans given in Eq. (1):

xA :
[
Aaa;Abb;

Aab + Aba

2
; taa; tbb;

tab + tba
2

]T
;

xB : [Aaa − Aab;Abb − Aba; taa − tab; tbb − tba]
T;

xC : [(Aaa − Aab)(Abb − Aba); (Aaa − Aab) + (Abb − Aba);

×(taa − tab)(tbb − tba); (taa − tab) + (tbb − tba)]
T: (2)

Here, Aaa denotes the row vector representing the samples
of Aaa(�) at the 58 scan angles. The products appearing
in xC are componentwise products. We will evaluate the
use of all three of these alternative feature vectors in the
FCM clustering algorithm discussed in the next section. The
4rst feature vector xA is taken as the original form of the
scans, except for averaging the cross terms (Aab is averaged
with Aba, and tab is averaged with tba). The choice of the
second feature vector xB has been motivated by the target
di2erentiation algorithm developed by Ayrulu and Barshan
[26] and used with arti4cial neural network classi4ers in
Ref. [31]. The third feature vector xC is motivated by the
di2erential terms which are used to assign belief values to
the target types in Dempster–Shafer evidential reasoning
and majority voting [26]. Note that the dimensionalities d
of these vector representations are 348 (=6×58) for xA and
232 (=4× 58) for xB and xC .

Higher-order reCections can be of concern in sonar
systems. In our system, higher-order reCections from fea-
tures of the same target are already accounted for as part
of the signature of that target. As for reCections from other
features or targets in the environment, since we always
consider the 4rst reCection that exceeds the threshold,
higher-order reCections from them are almost always irrel-
evant, unless the targets are very closely spaced.

3. Fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering algorithm

In this section, we outline the algorithm used for clustering
and di2erentiating the targets. We associate a class wi with
each target type (i = 1; : : : ; c), where c is the number of
classes. Each individual observation is characterized by its

feature vector representation x=(x1; : : : ; xd)T where x is one
of the three choices in Eq. (2).
Clustering tries to identify the relationships among pat-

terns in a data set by organizing the patterns into a num-
ber of clusters, where the patterns in each cluster show a
certain degree of closeness or similarity. In hard cluster-
ing, cluster boundaries are assumed to be well de4ned and
each feature vector in the data set belongs to one of the
clusters with a degree of membership equal to one. How-
ever, this type of clustering may not be suitable when the
membership of each feature vector is not unambiguous. In
such cases, fuzzy clustering, where the cluster boundaries
are not well de4ned, is a more useful technique where each
feature vector xj ; j = 1; : : : ; N in the data set is assigned to
each cluster i with a degree of membership �i(xj)∈ [0; 1].
N is the total number of feature vectors. It is possible to
use fuzzy clustering as the basis for hard clustering, by as-
signing feature vector x to cluster k (in the hard sense) if
�k(x)¿ �i(x); ∀i = 1; : : : ; c where c¿ 2 is the total num-
ber of clusters. However, it should be noted that these sets
may not be disjoint when more than one maximum exists.

The FCM clustering algorithm [32,33] minimizes the
following objective function with respect to fuzzy member-
ship �ij , �i(xj) and cluster centers vi:

Jm =
c∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

�mij‖xj − vi‖2A;

where ‖x‖2A = xTAx: (3)

Here, A is a d×d positive-de4nite matrix, and 1¡m¡∞
is the weighting exponent or the fuzziness index which con-
trols the fuzziness of the resulting clusters. The set of fuzzy
membership values �ij can be conveniently arrayed as a
c × N matrix U , [�ij]. In this study, we have taken A as
a d × d identity matrix (Euclidean norm) and m = 2. The
FCM clustering algorithm can be summarized as [33,34]:

(1) Initialize the memberships �ij such that
∑c

i=1
�ij = 1; j = 1; : : : ; N .

(2) Compute the cluster center vi for i = 1; : : : ; c using

vi =

∑N
j=1 �

m
ijxj∑N

j=1 �
m
ij

: (4)

(3) Update the memberships �ij for i = 1; : : : ; c and
j = 1; : : : ; N using

�ij =
(‖xj − vi‖2A)−1=(m−1)∑c
k=1(‖xj − vk‖2A)−1=(m−1)

(5)

(4) Repeat the second and third steps until the value of Jm
in Eq. (3) no longer decreases. This completes the fuzzy
clustering. To determine the class to which each feature
vector xj belongs, we simply 4nd the class for which
�ij is maximum.
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The fuzzy c-means algorithm always converges to strict
local minima of Jm, starting from an initial guess of �ij ,
though di2erent choices of initial �ij might lead to di2erent
local minima [33,34].

The above procedure determines the cluster centers and
membership values for a given value of c, and does not in-
volve the determination of the value of c which corresponds
to the number of di2erent kinds of targets. In order to 4nd
this value of c, a cluster validity criterion is applied. A fuzzy
validity criterion for fuzzy clustering algorithms has been
proposed in Ref. [34]. Among a number of other validity
criteria, this criterion has been shown to be the most reliable
and to provide the best results over a wide range of choices
for the number of clusters (2–10), and for m from 1.01 to
7 [35]. This validity criterion depends on the data set, the
distance between cluster centers, and the fuzzy membership
values computed by the above procedure and has the fol-
lowing functional de4nition:

S ,

∑c
i=1

∑N
j=1 �

2
ij‖xj − vi‖2

N mini; j (i �=j)‖vi − vj‖2 : (6)

Here, ‖ · ‖ is the usual Euclidean norm. This criterion
balances the compactness and the separation of the clusters.
In this equation, the term

� ,

∑c
i=1

∑N
j=1 �

2
ij‖xj − vi‖2

N
(7)

is de4ned as the compactness of the fuzzy c-partition of the
data set, which is the ratio of the total variation of the data
set with respect to the fuzzy c-partition, to the total number
of patterns in the data set (and is thus the average variation of
the data set). A smaller � corresponds to a fuzzy c-partition
with more compact clusters. The term s , mini; j (i �=j)
‖vi − vj‖2 is de4ned as the separation of a fuzzy c-partition
where a larger s indicates larger separation between the clus-
ters. Since S=�=s, a smaller S indicates a partition in which
all the clusters are compact and separate from each other.

The overall procedure can be summarized as follows:
First, we 4nd the vi and �ij corresponding to each value of
c by using the four-step FCM clustering algorithm outlined
above. Then, by using the vi and �ij values obtained with
this algorithm, we calculate the validity criterion S for each
c and pick the value of c yielding the smallest value of S.
This gives us the number of di2erent types of targets in the
environment. Then, the hard membership of any xj can be
determined by choosing the class corresponding to the max-
imum value of �ij .

4. Position estimation

The range r and azimuth � can be estimated from
TOF information using triangulation. Given the TOF

d
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Fig. 6. Point target geometry.

measurements taa and tbb, we can write the following ex-
pressions for the range and azimuth of the target:

r =

√
v2

2 (t
2
aa + t2bb)− d2

4
; (8)

� = sin−1


 v2(t2bb − t2aa)

4d
√

v2

2 (t
2
aa + t2bb)− d2


 ; (9)

where d is the separation of the transducers and v is the
speed of sound in air. These expressions have been derived
for a point target using simple geometry (Fig. 6). In our case,
where a whole series of TOFmeasurements are available as a
function of �, averaging over the values of r and � calculated
for each value of � will result in a more reliable estimate.
While this approach provides reasonable estimates in the
absence of knowledge regarding the target universe and the
lack of target-speci4c models, the resulting accuracy may
not always be satisfactory since the reCection characteristics
of speci4c targets such as planes, corners, and so forth di2er
signi4cantly from that of a point target.

Much higher accuracy can be obtained by employing
model-based formulas for estimating r and �. Detailed
reCection models for this purpose have been derived in
Ref. [26]. The results presented in Ref. [26] can be reworked
into a form compatible with this paper (see Appendix A)
and are presented below (t′ab , (tab + tba)=2).
Plane:

r =
v(taa + tbb)

4
; (10)

� = sin−1
(
v(tbb − taa)

2d

)
: (11)
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Corner:

r =
vt′ab
2
; (12)

� = sin−1
(
v(t2bb − t2aa)

4dt′ab

)
: (13)

Edge:

r =

√
v2

2 (t
2
aa + t2bb)− d2

4
; (14)

� = sin−1


 v2(t2bb − t2aa)

4d
√

v2

2 (t
2
aa + t2bb)− d2


 : (15)

Cylinder:

r ∼=
√
v2t′2ab − d2

2
; (16)

� ∼= sin−1

(
v2

4 (t
2
aa − t2bb) + y[v(taa − tbb)− 2d]

d
√
v2t′2ab − d2

)
; (17)

where

y ,
v2t′2ab

2 − v2

4 (t
2
aa + t2bb)

v(taa + tbb)− 2
√
v2t′2ab − d2

: (18)

Acute corner:

� = sin−1

(
(t2bb − t2aa)(2r

2 + d2

2 )
2dr(t2bb + t2aa)

)
: (19)

Although an explicit formula for r cannot be written for
the acute corner, r can be estimated by solving a quadratic
equation whose coeBcients are presented in Appendix A.

In the event that it is desired to use such target-speci4c
formulas, it is necessary to know and analyze beforehand the
objects which might be encountered, and identify each class
with a particular target model. A straightforward approach
is to obtain beforehand a reference set of feature vectors
corresponding to each target in the universe, situated in the
center of the 4eld of view of the sensing system, and then
4nd the target whose reference vector is at a minimum dis-
tance to a particular cluster center (not the individual feature
vectors). This approach has been employed to estimate the
ranges and azimuths of the targets in our experiments and
calculate the mean errors.

5. Experimental results

Details of the experimental con4guration were presented
in Section 2 and are not repeated here. The experiments
were conducted in a closed room without any major drafts
or acoustic noise. The data were collected at di2erent times
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Fig. 7. Values of the validity criterion S versus the number of
clusters c for the feature vector representations xA; xB, and xC .

of the day and night without regard to time-varying environ-
mental conditions such as noise, temperature, pressure, etc.
No special e2ort was made to isolate noise or control the
temperature or pressure. The targets have been clustered by
using the FCM clustering algorithm for 26 c6 10, using
each of the three feature vector representations de4ned in
Eq. (2). Then, the value of the validity criterion S de4ned
in Eq. (6) has been calculated for each representation and
each value of c. These values are plotted in Fig. 7. We ob-
serve that the minimum value of S is obtained when c=7 in
all three cases, corresponding to the actual number of di2er-
ent targets in our experiments. When c = 2, planes, edges,
and cylinders with all three radii are included in one cluster
and corners and acute corners are classi4ed in another clus-
ter for all three data sets. When c = 3, planes are separated
from edges and cylinders into a new cluster. When the num-
ber of clusters is increased to 4, edges are classi4ed into a
new cluster. Acute corners are distinguished from corners
when c is further incremented by one. When c = 6, cylin-
ders with rc = 2:5 cm are moved to a new cluster. Finally,
cylinders with rc=5:0 cm are separated from cylinders with
rc = 7:5 cm when c = 7. Further increasing the number of
clusters results in arti4cial fragmentation of the feature vec-
tors into two or three clusters. For example, planes located
along the line-of-sight of the transducer are included in one
cluster and the remaining planes are collected into another
cluster, or the planes to the left and right of the line-of-sight
are further split into two di2erent clusters.

Correct target di2erentiation rates of 98%, 93%, and 93%
are achieved using the feature vector representations xA; xB;
and xC , respectively; the feature vector representation xA

results in the highest percentage of correct classi4cation
among the three alternatives. The mean range and azimuth
errors found by averaging the absolute values of the errors
over all targets in our data set are 0:5 cm in range and 0:8◦

in azimuth. The greatest contribution to these errors comes
from targets which are incorrectly di2erentiated, since in
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this case incorrect range and azimuth estimation formulas
are employed. However, since a high 98% correct di2eren-
tiation is achieved, this does not have a signi4cant impact.

The conditions under which the experimental data were
obtained di2er from typical application scenarios where the
observation platform and/or the targets may be in motion.
Results obtained from the experiments will be represen-
tative of such application scenarios under the following
assumptions:

(1) the relative motion of the observation platform and tar-
gets is not too fast,

(2) the targets are not too densely situated so that two or
more targets are not simultaneously in the joint sensi-
tivity region.

While these assumptions would be satis4ed under a wide
range of circumstances, removing them would require con-
siderably more sophisticated modeling.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm is
used in conjunction with a cluster validity criterion which
balances compactness and separation, to determine the num-
ber of di2erent types of targets in an environment, based on
their sonar signatures. The information extracted from these
signatures consists of the amplitude and the TOF values of
the sonar echoes. Based on this information, the class of each
target and its location are also determined. The fact that the
targets are located at di2erent positions with respect to the
observer complicates the classi4cation problem, since iden-
tical or similar targets must be grouped in the same class
despite the fact that their sonar signatures are altered as a
result of their di2erent positions. The method is experimen-
tally veri4ed using real sonar returns from targets in indoor
environments. Three alternative feature vector representa-
tions have been compared and the one resulting in the best
di2erentiation accuracy is determined. We have considered
amplitude and TOF data in their raw and di2erential form.
The representation corresponding to the raw amplitude and
TOF values gave the highest correct di2erentiation rate of
98%. The mean of the absolute values of range and azimuth
errors were 0:5 cm and 0:8◦, respectively.

The demonstrated approach can 4nd a variety of appli-
cations in situations where an intelligent system, such as a
robot, encounters several di2erent types of targets at di2er-
ent positions in its environment. Future work involves test-
ing our system in a scenario where a mobile robot tries to
identify the targets in its environment for simultaneous map
building and localization. One of the issues which would
have to be addressed to this end is ensuring that the de-
gree of relative motion of the robot and the targets is not so
fast as to violate the conditions necessary for proper oper-
ation (see the end of Section 5) and how to recognize and

handle occasional violations of these conditions. Another is-
sue is to study the robustness of the system to larger amounts
of noise and clutter. It would also be interesting to investi-
gate how the system works with more loosely de4ned target
types, such as human beings crudely modeled as cylinders.
The present system can deal with minor to moderate pertur-
bations from the ideal target types without much diBculty,
but clustering objects exhibiting greater variations is a more
challenging problem. Finally, of great interest would be to
consider the fusion of sonar information with information
from other sensing modalities, in particular optical sensors.
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Appendix A

Here we show how the results of Ref. [26] can be modi4ed
for the purposes of this paper. In Ref. [26], ra and rb denote
the distances corresponding to the TOF measurements when
the same transducer transmits and receives its own signal.
Although tab and tba are ideally equal, their measured values
will not be identical due to noise and measurement errors.
Therefore, their average t′ab , (tab + tba)=2 is employed.
Plane:
For the planar target, the range r and azimuth � are given

by Eqs. (10) and (11) of Ref. [26] as follows:

r =
ra + rb

2
; (20)

� = sin−1
( rb − ra

d

)
: (21)

Substituting ra = vtaa=2 and rb = vtbb=2, we get

r =
v(taa + tbb)

4
; (22)

� = sin−1
(
v(tbb − taa)

2d

)
: (23)

Corner:
For the corner target, the range r and azimuth � are given

by Eqs. (70) and (13) of Ref. [26] as

tab = tba =
2r
v
; (24)

� = sin−1
(
r2b − r2a
2dr

)
: (25)
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Writing tab + tba = 4r=v, using the de4nition of t′ab, and
extracting r, we obtain

r =
vt′ab
2
: (26)

Substituting ra = vtaa=2 and rb = vtbb=2 in Eq. (25), we get
� as follows:

� = sin−1
(
v(t2bb − t2aa)

4dt′ab

)
: (27)

Edge:
For the edge, the range r and azimuth � are given by

Eqs. (12) and (13) of Ref. [26]:

r =

√
r2a + r2b − d2

2

2
; (28)

� = sin−1
(
r2b − r2a
2dr

)
: (29)

Substituting ra = vtaa=2 and rb = vtbb=2, we get

r =

√
v2

2 (t
2
aa + t2bb)− d2

4
; (30)

� = sin−1


 v2(t2bb − t2aa)

4d
√

v2

2 (t
2
aa + t2bb)− d2


 : (31)

Cylinder:
In Ref. [26], Eqs. (14)–(16) for the cylinder are given as

r ∼=
√

(r1 + r2)2 − d2

2
; (32)

� ∼= sin−1

[
(r2a − r2b) + 2y(ra − rb − d)

2
√

(r1 + r2)2 − d2

]
; (33)

y ∼=
(r1+r2)

2

2 − (r2a + r2b)

2(rb + ra −
√

(r1 + r2)2 − d2)
; (34)

where r1 + r2 is the distance-of-Cight corresponding to the
TOF value when one transducer transmits and the other
receives. Substituting ra=vtaa=2; rb=vtbb=2, and (r1+r2)2=
v2t′2ab in the above equations, we get

r ∼=
√
v2t′2ab − d2

2
; (35)

� ∼= sin−1

(
v2

4 (t
2
aa − t2bb) + y[v(taa − tbb)− 2d]

d
√
v2t′2ab − d2

)
; (36)

where

y ,
v2t′2ab

2 − v2

4 (t
2
aa + t2bb)

v(taa + tbb)− 2
√
v2t′2ab − d2

: (37)

Acute corner:
Referring to Eq. (3) in Ref. [26] for the angular position

of the acute corner:

� = sin−1

[
(r2bb − r2aa)(2r

2 + d2

2 )
2dr(r2bb + r2aa)

]
; (38)

where raa and rbb are the distance-of-Cight values cor-
responding to the TOF values taa and tbb, respectively.
Substituting raa = vtaa and rbb = vtbb, we get

� = sin−1

(
(t2bb − t2aa)(2r

2 + d2

2 )
2dr(t2bb + t2aa)

)
: (39)

Although an explicit formula for r cannot be written for
the acute corner, r can be estimated by solving the following
equation (Eq. (6) in Ref. [26]):

Ax2 + Bx + C = 0; where

x = 2r2 +
d2

2
: (40)

In Eqs. (7)–(9) of Ref. [26], the coeBcients of this poly-
nomial are given as

A=
(
r2aa − r2bb

r2bb

)2
; (41)

B=
(
r2aa + r2bb

r2bb

){
r2aa − 1

r2bb
[(r2aa + r2bb)

× (r2ab + d2)− (r2ab − d2)2]
}
; (42)

C = d2r2ab

(
r2aa + r2bb

r2bb

)2
; (43)

where rab is the distance-of-Cight value corresponding to
the TOF value tab. Substituting raa = vtaa, rbb = vtbb, and
rab = vt′ab, we get

A=
(
t2aa − t2bb
t2bb

)2
; (44)

B=
(
t2aa + t2bb
t2bb

)(
v2t2aa − 1

v2t2bb
[v2(t2aa + t2bb)

× (v2t′2ab + d2)− (v2t′2ab − d2)2]
)
; (45)

C = d2v2t′2ab

(
t2aa + t2bb
t2bb

)2
: (46)
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